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FLOOR SEALERS

806 TERA-SEAL - is a water-based
modified acrylic seal for use on porous
and badly wornout flooring prior to
coating with floor finishes.

807 STONSEAL - an acrylic resin water
emulsion to prevent discoloration due to
stains. Suitable for indoors or covered
outdoors which are badly worn, porous
or subject to 'dusting'.

852 WOODSEAL - hard clear under-
coater for sealing parquet flooring prior
to applying finish.

872 POXY SEAL - a single pack solvent
based clear polyurethane high gloss
sealer for most of the flooring either
indoor or outdoor.

882 TIMSEAL - a single part poly-
urethane high gloss varnish with good
built and durable finish for timber and
parquet floors.

BUFFING SOLUTIONS

808 ACRYL LINK - floor maintainer for
wet-look system is a product developed
to complement our OCEAN thermoplastic
floor polish.

809 DURO BUFF - an unique acrylic
polymer and wax blend spray buff floor
maintainer to provide a glossy, tough
protective coating.

POLISH OR SEALER
REMOVER

80l QUICK STRIP - is a quick acting
rinse-free emulsion polish stripper for
use with or without machine scrubbing.
ldeal for staircase and heavy built-up
edges.

802 TERA-STRIP - is a powerful floor
polish remover which will remove
metallised polishes.

828 GEL-PINE - disinfectant floor pine
gel for use as a maintainer of most types
of floor areas and also has a variety of
uses as a cleaner disinfectant.

846 RIDBAC - is a germicidal detergent
for use in food areas, farms, hospitals,
etc. lt may be use to kill off bacteria in
both soft and hard water areas.

856 GUARD - is a mild lemon dis-
infectant, cleaner, deodorizer. Effective
against the broadest range of gram
positive and gram negative.

AIR FRESHENER AND ODOR
REMOVER PRODUCTS

PH 2OO PHONE SPRAY - is available in
environmental friendly aerosol packs. lt
cleans, sanitises telephone and leave
fresh fruity fragrance.

819AIRE-FRESH - is a perfumed dis-
infectant cleaner, sanitiser and de-
odoriser available in cherry, CG, Lime,
gent fresh, safari and delta.

FLOOR FINISHES

804 DURO SHINE - high solids metal-
lised floor finish for all types of thermo-
plastic and synthetic floor coverings.

805 OCEAN - is a revolutionary
thermoplastic floor polish which has
outstanding deep wet-look properties of
gloss and durability. The product is
extremely effective when used in
conjunction with UHS or high speed
rotary machines.

845 MOON LITE - metallised acrylic
f loor polish for many diverse application
where a combination of protection and
good appearance are the criteria:

849 WOODSHINE - is a high solids dry-
bright polish for parquet flooring giving
excellent performance in a wide range of
p rope rti e s.

803 Hl-STRIP - ammoniated floor
polish remover which remove most
water-based floor polishes including
aged f ilms of metallised finishes.

839 SEAL REMOVER - is a semi-gel
liquid paint, varnish and seal remover.

WASHROOM SANITATION
PRODUCTS

817 BOWL KLEEN - is a quick and
powerful blend of acids for toilet bowl.
Will remove scale and disinfect W.C. and
u rin a ls.

820 ODOREX - is a highly compacted
for long life and effective deodorizing of
urinals.

827 SAN!-PINE - is general purpose
pine disinfectant detergent formulated
to clean, disinfect and deodorise in one
operation.

AR 80 CLEAR GEL - is an air fresher
gel with controlled evaporation rate. lt
works on molecular neutralisation of
malodors.

AR 2501300 AEROSOL CAN AIRE
REFILL - is an effective metered
aerosol for long lasting air freshing
sanitizer and neutralising in large areas.
Available in lemon, CK perfume and CG.

855 AIRE-PERFUME - The f resh
perfume clears the air of unwanted
smells & restores freshness throughout.
(Fruity fragrance in aerosol packs)

885 FREBRIC'S - An anti-bacteria,
highly effective fabric refresher design
to remove odours on fabric. (Applicable
in household,
housekeeping,
sanitary care,
ca( care, carpet
care, cat litter
etc. )



HAND AND BODY CARE
PRODUCTS

825 HAND SOAP - is a pearlised,
pleasantly perfumed hand cleaner for
use in soap dispensers. lt leaves the
hands clean and fresh without excessive
degreasing of the skin.

826 H&B SHAMPOO - mild shower
soap with luxurious conditioner to
prevent excessive removal of scalp and
body oil.

S33INDUSTRIAL HAND SOAP - is an
emollient enriched industrial hand
cleaner to get rid of grease and grime
from skin.

842 HAND-GEL - is a waterless hand
gel for workshops and factories.

HARD SURFACES CLEANERS

810 GP-KLEEN - is an alkaline general
purpose hard surface cleaner to clean
and emulsify grease from non-porous
surfaces.

8ll BIO-KLEEN - is a neutral multi-
purpose cleaner that is soft to hand yet
excellent to use on all surfaces.

818 DICKLEEN - is an acidic mosaic
cleaner which will remove scale and
stubborn stain from various surfaces.
Extremely effective as brick cleaner or
as a rust remover f rom f errous metals
and mosaic.

854 BIO-CARE - is a biodegradable
detergent floor cleaner for use in all
cleaning operation. Recommended for
bath-tub and washbasin maintenance.

869 BLOC-OUT - is inhibited acidic
based drains opener suitable to remove
and dissolve organic matter, grease,
hair, sanitary napkins and sludge.

873 LIFT-OFF - is packed in ready to
use aerosol can or concentrated drum. lt
will remove many of the inks used in felt
tip adhensive and gums from most
surfaces.

8I5 GLASS KLEEN
window and mirror
penetrates, dissolve
types dirt from glass
marks or smears.

- is for use as a
cleanser. lt will

and suspend most
surface leaving no

816 CEMENT-SOLVE - acidic concrete
masonry cleaner is very effective to dis-
solve, suspend and clean lime, cement,
scale and rust from masonry, concrete,
builders plant, boilers etc.

824 DEFOAMER - witt etiminate
excessive foam lrom the recovery tanks
of spray extraction machines and wet
pick-up suction cleaners.

829 STAINLESS STEEL POLISH - an
emulsion cleaner and polish maintainer
that cleans, protects and gives a shiny
appea rance.

831ALUMINIUM CLEANER - is an
acidic compounded cleaner which may
be use to clean rust and oil film from
ferrous and non-ferrous surfaces.

870SOLV KLEEN - is a solvent based 835CLAIR - is an emulsion semi-gel,
cleaner to dissolves and penetrates easy and safe to clean leave varieties of
dirts. ldeal for non-water washable hard surfaces like leather, wood, pvc,
surfaces. vinyl, laminates etc shiny and repels

dust.

874 AUTO KLEEN - is a detergent
specif ically f or use with modern 838 COIL-SHIELD - is a heavy duty
automatic scrubber-dryer machines. lt non-acid coil cleaning and brighiening
contains alkalis and solvents to give an detergent.
effective grease-cut and also has the
necessary low-foaming ciaracteristics, g6r mETAL pollsH _ is an aerosol canvital for these applicat -"-' stainless steel cleaner and polish

812 RESoLVE - is a row roaming hard ll3'il.tfl[;1r:1f,'';rf.;1il,T.%ii;;:l
surface degreaser for general use on mark.
most daily cleaning operations. ldeal for
garage floor' g62 FuRNlruRE poLlsH - an emutsion

based furniture polish suitable for
814 !ND. DEGREASER - water-based cleaning a wide variety of hard surfaces
heavy duty degreaser which will such as wood, vinyl, metal, leather and
effectively remove the toughest of etc.
cleaning problems. Therefore it has the
advantage of being safe to use in F & B g65 Guil REilovER - no residue orareas' 

stains since total evaporation. Safe on
colors, inks or dyes surfaces.

SPEGIALITY PRODUCTS

880 COL - is a powdered algaecide
detergent for use as algae remover.

LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

843 LAUNDET - is a liquid laundry for
use with all automatic washing machine
and ensuring brighter fabrics.

851 FABRIC SOFT - is a semi viscous
textile conditioner to restore softening,
rewetting and anti-static properties to all
f abric s.

853 CHLORIN BLEACH - is a safe
liquid bleach for fabrics.



CARPET.CARE PRODUCTS

822 FOAM-SPIN - is a concentrated
high foaming carpet shampoo suitable
on all water washable carpets. After
cleaning operation, the residual soil may
be removed by vacuum cleaner.

823 XTRACT - is a low foaming carpet
cleaner designed for use with extraction
systems. lt is equally effective when
used with hot or cold water.

834 PRESPOT-XTRACT - is a heavy-
duty solvent carpet pretreatment for
effective cleaning of heavy soil and
water soluble stains from carpets
uphol stery.

863 CARPET SPOT REMOVER - is an
aerosol with emulsifiers that rapidly
penetrates oil, grease and dry soils
while reducing recoiling.

876 CARPET SPRAY CLEANER - is a

rapid concentrate bonnet system
maintenance of traffic lanes on all types
of carpeting. Penetrate oil, grease and
dry soils f or quick release from carpet
'ibers onto the bonnet.

CAR.CARE

836 DELUBE - is heavy duty alkaline
solvent cleaner/degreaser with
multitude of applications. Excellent for
automotive degreasing and the removal
of heavy duty deposits of oil grease.

837 TYRE SHINE - is apply by sponge
or spray on to clean and rejuvenates tyre
and bumpers.

847 WASH & SHINE - is formulated to
enhance performance properties of
copolymers to adhere to painted
f inishes.

STEWARDING CHEMICALS

848 DISHWASH - is a premium quality
concentrated dishwashing liquid
developed for use as hand dishwashing
liquid as welI as effective cleaner for
pots, pans, utensils trays, glassware
and equipment parts.

857 MAC-KLEEN - is a concentrated
low foam machine dishwashing to
removes difficult soil and stains such as
egg and tannin.

858 RINSE-AID - is a special additive
for all dish and glass washing machine.
Speeds'rinseoff' and promotes quick
streak-free drying.

859 DESTAIN - is a concentrated stain
remover and sanitizer for heavily stained
dishes, glassware, silverware and
cooking utensils.

860 SPARKLE - is an alkaline cleaner
and polish that cleans, protects and
gives shiny appearance to cutlery.

875 OVEN KLEEN - will clean carbon
and grease deposits from ovens and
grills. The biodegradable detergent can
be brushed or spray on to remove
carbonised oil and fats.

877 DESCALE - is a descaling edible
acid based product to penetrate and
remove inorganic deposits normally
encountered on equipment in catering
establishments, including hard water
scale and milkstone.

878 SUSTRACT - is a one step cleaner,
sanitizer and deodoriser that is non
corrosive to equipment. Excellent for
cleaning and sanitising walk-in coolers,
refrigerators, storage bins, kitchens and
washrooms.

879 BACZYM - grease trap maintainer
uses nature's own cleaning agents to rid
grease traps and plumbing from grease
and waste accumulations.

88I HEATING GEL - food warmer
heating gel.

832 HAND SANITIZER - an instant
hand sanitizer that kills 99.99% of most
common illness germs in a litter as 15
seconds without water. (designed for
used by employees in the food and
beverage production and processing
industries)

830 CAR WASH -
priced yet effective
vehicle detergent.
free of streaking.

is an economically
and safe all purpose
It is rinse free and

Authorised Agent:


